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Share via Email The quantum landscape: Yet the subject still manages to fascinate - and occasionally befuddle
- physicists and nonspecialists alike. Some of its central tenets seem outlandishly at odds with our common
sense. For all that, quantum theory remains the most precise scientific theory in the history of the universe,
with some theoretical calculations matching experimental measurements all the way out to 13 decimal places.
The history of quantum theory has its own richness as well, studded with eccentric thinkers who grappled with
quantum theory as the world slid into chaos: I caught the "quantum bug" as a kid from reading popular books
on the subject, and I have long been interested in its surprisingly colorful history as well. One of my goals in
writing How the Hippies Saved Physics was to piece together why certain questions at the heart of quantum
theory have moved into or out of the mainstream over time. The beautiful and beguiling concepts of quantum
theory have attracted many expositors, several of whom have responded with grace and whimsy. Together,
these books introduce some of the most interesting and consequential ideas of modern physics. The Feynman
Lectures on Physics, volume 3 , by Richard Feynman, Robert Leighton, and Matthew Sands Feynman
developed these lectures half a century ago; they remain among the most acclaimed introductions to the
subject. With his famously clear exposition, Feynman lures readers into the quantum world: Not exactly a
popular bookâ€”later chapters delve more concertedly into quantitative calculationâ€”this classic introduction
rewards disciplined and curious readers. Tompkins in Paperback , by George Gamow Gamow was an
accomplished theoretical physicist who helped invent the big-bang model of the universe. He was also an
inveterate practical jokester. In he created the endearing Mr Tompkins, a bank clerk with a hankering for
science. These lighthearted stories offer a taste of the curiosities of modern physics. The Ghost in the Atom:
The opening chapter provides an accessible, brief introduction to quantum theory and broaches several
competing perspectives on how best to make sense of its implications. The interviews capture a moment in
time, during the mids, when several leading physicists began to grapple again with the interpretation of
quantum theory, a subject that had largely been shunted aside. A wunderkind who received his doctorate at 22,
Heisenberg introduced his version of quantum mechanics just two years later and followed up soon after that
with the famous uncertainty principle. On the heels of those triumphs, Heisenberg struggled to balance his
abiding German patriotism with the realities of Nazism â€” a regime that tapped him to lead the
still-controversial German nuclear effort. Yet in their personal lives, their roles were reversed: The Age of
Entanglement: When Quantum Physics was Reborn , by Louisa Gilder Some of the most provocative features
of quantum theory emerged much more recently. The notion of quantum entanglement â€” which Einstein had
dubbed, dismissively, as "spooky action at a distance" â€” came into its own over the past 50 years. Her
account blends popular science writing with historical detective work and narrative flair. Using thought
experiments as well as accessible descriptions of real experiments, Herbert explores how several contending
interpretations try to account for an underlying reality. An expert in the latest efforts to harness the weird
features of quantum theory in the laboratory, Orzel has a knack for helpful analogies. Science, Counterculture,
and the Quantum Revival
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Spacetime Physics Still the best introduction out there. Springer With a heavy bias towards astrophysics and
therefore on a more moderate level formally. Quite strong on intuition. Special Relativity A thorough
introductory text. Good discussion of the twin paradox, pole and the barn etc. Plenty of diagrams illustrating
Lorentz-transformed coordinates, giving both an algebraic and geometrical insight to SR. Seems to be out of
print Abraham Pais: Subtle is the Lord: Special Relativity and its Experimental Foundations Yuan Zhong
Zhang Special relativity is so well established that its experimental foundation is often ignored. This book fills
the gap and will be of relevance to many discussions in sci. Good on mathematical aspects of gauge theory
and topology. Leptons and quarks, translated from Russian by V. Particle physics and introduction to field
theory. Relativistic Quantum Mechanics One of the more terse books. The first volume on relativistic quantum
mechanics covers the subject in a blinding pages. Very good if you really want to know the subject. Good
knowledge of quantum mechanics and special relativity is assumed. A very good introduction to the concepts
of particle physics. Good examples, but not a lot of Feynman diagram calculation. Introduction to high energy
physics Regarded by many people in the field as the best introductory text at the undergraduate level. Covers
basically everything with almost no mathematics. Close, Marten, and Sutton: The Particle Explosion A
popular exposition of the history of particle physics with terrific photography. Spaceship Neutrino A good,
historical, largely intuitive introduction to particle physics, seen from the neutrino viewpoint. Quantum Field
Theory Introductory textbook, concise and practically orientated. Used at many graduate departments as a
textbook for the first course in QFT and a bare minimum for experimentalists in high energy physics. Chapters
on Feynman diagrams and cross-section calculations particularly well written and useful. Perhaps most
suitable for graduate students who already know some basics of QFT. Unfortunately, this book does not
conform to Bjorken-Drell metric. Superstring Theory 2 vols Although these two volumes do not touch the
important new developments in string theories they are still the best texts for the basics. To keep up with this
fast developing subject it is necessary to download the papers and reviews as hep-th e-prints. A Theory of
Everything ed P. This also predates the new developments which revolutionised string theory after Inward
Bound This can be regarded as a companion volume to his biography of Einstein see special relativity section.
It covers the history of particle physics through the twentieth century but is best for the earlier half. The
Second Creation Another history of particle physics in the twentieth century. This one is especially good on
the development of the standard model.. Full of personal stories taken from numerous interviews, it is difficult
to put down. It describes what the Higgs is and gives some background to the subject of particle physics. It
also gives an account of some more general physics history. General Relativity Meisner, Thorne and Wheeler:
It has two tracks for different levels. A famous work in the subject whose main strength is probably its various
asides, historical and otherwise. While it has much interesting reading, it is not a book to learn relativity from:
Space, Time, and Gravity: A good non-technical introduction, with a nice mix of mathematical rigor and
comprehensible physics. A First Course in General Relativity. A readable and useful book, to a point. The
edition, at least, unfortunately has a tangled approach to its Lambda index notation that is wrong in places.
Schutz goes to great lengths to convince the reader of the usefulness of one-forms, but is clearly unaware that
everything he does with them can be done in shorter time using vectors alone. Beware the show-stopping
typos in the Riemann components for the Schwarzschild metric on page The discussion about Riemann tensor
signs on page is also wrong, and will give you wrong results if you apply it. Gravitation and Cosmology A
good book that takes a somewhat different approach to the subject. It strikes just the right balance, in my
opinion, between mathematical rigor and physical intuition. It has great mathematics appendices for those who
care about proving theorems carefully, and a good introduction to the problems behind quantum gravity
although not to their solutions. Putting General Relativity to the Test Non-technical account of the
experimental support for GR, including the "classic three tests", but going well beyond them. Black Holes and
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Time Warps: The book is famous for the final sections about time travel through wormholes. Mathematical
Methods Morse and Feshbach: Methods of Theoretical Physics. This book used to be hard to find, but can now
be bought at feshbachpublishing. Mathematical Methods of Physics. Not comprehensive in any area, but
covers many areas widely. Arfken is to math methods what numerical recipes is to numerical methods â€”
good intro, but not the last word. Handbook of Differential Equations. Huge, but useful when you need an
integral. Nuclear Physics Preston and Bhaduri: Structure of the Nucleus Blatt and Weisskopf: Theoretical
Nuclear Physics This is serious stuff. Also quite expensive even in paper. I think the hard cover is out of print.
This is volume I structure. Volume II scattering is also available. Direct Nuclear Reactions Walecka:
Theoretical Nuclear and Subnuclear Physics Covers advanced topics in theoretical nuclear physics from a
modern perspective and includes results of past 20 years in a field which makes it unique. Not an easy material
to read but invaluable for people seeking an updated review of the present status in the field. Introductory
nuclear physics Introductory-to-intermediate level textbook in basic nuclear physics for senior undergraduates.
Good, clear and relatively comprehensive exposition of "standard" material: Last edition issued in Of course,
it has flaws but only noticeable by the Real Experts TM. A Brief History of Time The ghost-written book that
made Popular Science popular, but an odd mixture of easy physics and very advanced physics. First Three
Minutes A very good book. At a more advanced level, a standard reference. Principles of Physical Cosmology.
I find myself jumping back and forth through the book whenever I want to find anything. This is a great, fairly
thorough, though non-mathematical description of black holes and spacetime as it relates to cosmology. I was
impressed by how few mistakes Kaufmann makes in simplifying, while most such books tend to sacrifice
accuracy for simplicity. Principles of Cosmology and Gravitation This is very well written, and useful as an
undergrad text. A good insight into the scientific process. This is quite a nice and relatively short read for
some of the pressing issues as of in astrophysical cosmology. Structure formation in the universe A
no-nonsense book for those who want to calculate some problems strictly related to the formation of structure
in the universe. The book even comes complete with problems at the end of each chapter. The large-scale
structure of the universe This is a definitive book for anyone who desires an understanding of the mathematics
required to develop the theory for models of large scale structure. The essential techniques in the description
of how mass is able to cluster under gravity from a smooth early universe are discussed. While I find it dry in
some places, there are noteworthy sections e. Inhomogeneous Cosmological Models If you are blinded by the
dogma of the cosmological principle, this book is a real eye opener. A technical, historical and bibliographical
survey of possible inhomogeous universes from solutions of general relativity. Alan Lightman and Roberta
Brawer: The lives and worlds of modern cosmologists, Transcripts of interview with 27 of the most influential
cosmologists from the past few decades.
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Born July 13, in St. Gerry had a long and varied career, starting with post-Manhattan Project computer
programming, supporting physicists in the Electronuclear Physics Division. Work with Lockheed Missiles and
Space Co. Gerry and his family were then in the Boston area for a number of years, while working for
Honeywell, Digital and Wang Laboratories, before settling back in Oak Ridge, Tennessee working for various
Dept. These past 8 years have been spent in Rockford, Illinois, where Gerald was able to live close to three of
his children. Gerry had a profound love for the St. Louis Cardinals and Tennessee Volunteers football. He was
lucky to share these sports with family members over the course of his life, attending games and watching or
listening to them regularly. Gerald was also very involved with his children and wife in their many activities,
whether cheering them on from the sidelines, supporting their military careers, or helping to build theatrical
sets at the Oak Ridge Community Playhouse or Knoxville Youth Theatre for countless performances. Gerry
was preceded in death by his daughter Patricia Kathy and granddaughter Amber, as well as five brothers and
sisters. For any other correspondence, please feel free to send mail to Beverly Broyles, Churchill St. Thank
you all so much for sharing your love and his life with us. He was a great man, cheerful, helpful and gave
much to our community and your endeavors. He seemed to be such a partner to you in all that you did. My
heart goes out to you and I pray that you find comfort in the days ahead. God bless you all. My thoughts and
prayers are with you. I remember meeting him at one of the clean-up days at Mendelssohn. He truly seemed
like a dear man. I want you to know that we will be praying for you and your family as you walk through this
time. Please let us know if we can be of help in any way.
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Physics book by Dave Broyles by Dave Broyles (Jul 6, ) Wiki information Broyles: Frank Broyles American football head
coach, Person, Measured person, Athlete.
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Dave Broyles decided at an early age that the ministry would be his life's vocation, and he has never lost his fascination
for stories of the old West.
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David Sang has books on Goodreads with ratings. David Sang's most popular book is Cambridge International AS Level
and A Level Physics Courseboo.
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This book is a Bible of game physics. It contains everything you may need and often more. It is essentially self
contained, that is even quaternions and LCP solvers are discussed at the end.
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David Halliday has books on Goodreads with ratings. David Halliday's most popular book is Fundamentals of Physics.
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David E Broyles is on Facebook. Join Facebook to connect with David E Broyles and others you may know. Facebook
gives people the power to share and makes.
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